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ABSTRACT

A major challenge for the next years in the competition arena of commercialtelecommunication spacecrafts is the implementation of electric propulsion on board in order to
save launch mass, increase lfetime or increase payload capacity or allow any combination ofthose improvements.

Those improvements induce costs to be born by the spacecraft manufacturer and a priceto be paid for by the customer. Of course, the customer will accept the price only if its economicalinterests are safeguarded which means first an acceptable ratio between investment and return,and second a securing of the return through technical guaranties.
This means that the price of the spacecraft i orbit must be as low as possible (there is noadded value of "high-tech" by itselJ), that the reliability figure of the spacecraft must remain inacceptable domains, and that thorough ground qualification and enough traceable flight

demonstration data is available.
In this paper, a selection of equipment on the merge of ground qualification in theircommercialflight version or on the merge offlight demonstratin is examined with respect to theirimplementation on a SPACEBUS 3000 platform.

The benefits and the technical credibility of electric propulsion for geostationnary satelliteshave been extensively demonstrated over the past last years. Arcjets have been already foundacceptable for commercial use by customers in the U.SA., plasma "Hall" thrusters are flowing onrussian spacecrafts (GALS) and flight demonstrations of ion and plasma thrusters are foreseen inEurope under the leadership of space agencies (ARTEMIS, STENTOR).Hereafter, it is shown how price and performance of electric propulsion equipment are

GTO: geostationnary transfer orbitFIT: number of failures in time
BOL: begin of life in geostationnary orbit
EOL: end of life in geostationnary orbit
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THE SPACECRAFT

Electric propulsion will be implemented on board of the SPACEBUS 3000 spacecraft family, which
is characterised by the following figures:

- 15 years lifetime in Geostationnary orbit
- from 4 to 10 KW E.O.L. power production
- from 2.5 to 4.5 metric Tons structural capability at launch ("central tube" design)

Electric propulsion will be used for geostationnary orbit inclination compensation as a primary goal.
Geostationnary orbit drift compensation, deorbitation to graveyard and transfer to geostationnary
orbit are easily performed by chemical propulsion and are not considered as a mandatory task for
electric propulsion for the first flight units.

Due to the spacecraft axis orientation and depending on payload antennas configuration, two
possible ways to implement electrical propulsion thrusters can be chosen, depending on their
respective characteristics:

- the implementation on the rims of the East and West panels of the spacecraft imposes the
simultaneous operation of 2 thrusters and therefore a 4 channel redundancy of the thrusters power
processing units (PPU). This brings advantages in terms of lifetime requirement to the thrusters if thefiring angle with respect to North-South axis can be reduced to a minimum, which in turn is only
possible if the thruster beam divergence angle is narrow.

- the implementation on the rims of the anti-earth panel of the spacecraft allows firing of only
one thruster at a time if the thrust is directed to the centre of mass of the spacecraft. A reduced
redundancy scheme of the PPU and a large thruster beam angle divergence are then allowed at the
price of higher lifetime requirements because of the large firing angle with respect to North-South
axis.

Fig. 1 and Table 1 are illustrating those relations
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One thruster fails : mission One thruster fails : missioncontinues continues

- Figure 1-
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Concerning the electrical propulsion assembly itself, the overall scheme in Fig. 2 applies to every 1technology used:
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-Figure 2-
XEDA: Xenon storage and distribution assembly. Distributes Xenon to the flow control units at therequired pressure. Interfaces itself with the spacecraft (pyro orders, telecommand, telemetry)XFC. Xenon flow control unit. Regulates mass flow to each thruster. Interfaces with the spacecraftthrough the PPU (power, telecommand, telemetry).
TRS: Thruster fed with Xenon from the XFC and adequate power supply from the PPU. Interfaces

with the spacecraft through the PPU (power, telecommand, telemetry).
PPU: Power processing unit. Provides power, telecommand, telemetry interfaces between thespacecraft and XFC, TRS. Is generally able of automatic sequences: start-up and switch-off ofXFC and TRS, Xenon flow and voltage or current regulation.TOA: Thruster orientation assembly. Is able to orient the TRS thrust vector in a predetermined I

range, generally +/- 100 on two axis.

The differences between options 1 and 2 in terms of hardware are given by the fact that the PPUredundancy design may be simplified in option 2, since fault propagation from one "channel" to theother "channel" in the same box is not detrimental for the mission: only one PPU channel is needed
to power one thruster at a time. However, a thruster switching unit is then required, which increasesagain the F.I.T. values. 

I

In terms of reliability figures, the options 1 and 2 will differ in first approximation essentially throughthe duration of utilisation (refer to table 1), this means by a factor exp. (- Xdt).
If the impact of the electric propulsion assembly on the reliability figure of the spacecraft shall be
negligible, its own figure for option I shall be greater than 0.995, equivalent to ? = less than 690exp-9 F.I.T for a 7300 hours utilisation time. This figure becomes X = less than 495exp-9 F.I.T. for joption 2. Of course, the F.I.T. requirement is depending on the technology used, since directly linked
to the utilisation time during the mission.

Knowing that a relatively complex electronic box like a PPU will not have less than 2000 exp-9 IF.I.T. per channel, the importance of the thrust to Isp ratio appears clearly. Regarding the design ofthe PPU and the number of PPU's per spacecraft, the overall reliability requirement should bringalmost equivalent solutions in terms of mass and price: option I with 4 independent PPU channels
and a 690 F.IT. target and option 2 with 2 internally redundant (to a certain extent) PPU boxes anda 495 F.I.T target.
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So the effect of depth of discharge on battery lifetime is controversial. It is not clear where
the optimum lies between number of cycles and depth of discharge par cycle. The
experience gained with low orbit spacecrafts is not directly applicable.

o more battery capacity is less costly (by bout 5 times ) in terms of $/Kg than more solar
array surface, but more battery capacity means in any case more solar cells for more
battery recharging capability.

Sbattery capacity growth can be performed in rather small steps in a quasi linear process.
Solar array surface growth is linear only between the mechanical limits of solar array
panels. Usage of AsGa cells or other advanced cells may be used to avoid addition of

* solar panels. But the price per Kg of solar array increases then is a sensitive way,
bringing the whole optimisation process in an other loop.

-Beam angle : The beam angle is governing the compatibility with implementation options 1
and 2 on board of the SPACEBUS platforms. Option 1 is acceptable for beam angles lower than 20
degrees (half cone angle containing 95% current energy), in order to avoid impingement on solar
array and possible perturbation of the payload performance through absorption of the useful signal
by the thruster plasma. The contamination angle determined by the sputtering process is much larger
than the beam angle and must also be carefully examined. Since the implementation option is
governing the duration of the usage of the electric propulsion equipment on board of the spacecraft,
as illustrated by Table 2, and therefore qualification efforts and reliability figure, it is a major
performance criteria.

Of course, the best electrical equipment is that one with the lowest price, the highest Isp, the highest
trust to Isp ratio, the highest thrust to power ratio and the lowest beam and contamination angles.
Just that one does not exist.

I RELIABILITY ISSUES

Adding new components associated with a new function will per definition decrease the total

reliability of the spacecraft. This decrease must be still acceptable for the customer or must be
covered by reliability increases in other functional assemblies.

3 Typically, customers request for a telecommunication spacecraft with 15 years lifetime a 0.99
reliability figure for GTO phase and 0.6 for GEO phase. The chemical propulsion subsystem used on
SPACEBUS is one of the most reliable subsystem of the spacecraft, with typically 0.995 for GTO
and 0.995 for GEO phase. The introduction of electrical propulsion will not modify in a sensitive
manner the GTO phase figure at spacecraft level,, since electrical propulsion is not working during
GTO.

S For GEO phase, the multiplying factor will be a combination of the reliability figure of the electrical
propulsion assembly and of the figures derived from the added battery cells and battery conditioning
electronics, the added battery (and spacecraft) thermal control hardware and the added solar array
cell packages with power routing and conditioning hardware. All those figures depend intimately
from the chosen electrical propulsion equipment.

I The GEO reliability figure of chemical propulsion will slightly increase, since the thrusters will not beused for North-South orbit correction. However, since the reliability figure of chemical propulsion
systems is dominated by the number of actuations of the thruster valves and not by the utilisation
time, the benefits are very limited: orbit inclination correction accounts for typically 25% of the totalnumber of pulses. Deletion of this task will utmost bring the GEO reliability figure of the chemical
propulsion system up to 0.996
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Launch mass (Kg) 2000 2000 2900 2900GEO mass(K 1220 1220 1770 1770
OPTION 1 2 1 2
Thrust (mN)/ 25/ 25/ 25/ 25/
Isp (Ns/kg) 28400 28400 28400 28400Xenon needs (Kg) 31.7 44.1 45.9 63.9
Daily manoeuvre
duration (h) 0.92 2.55 1.33 3.70Lifetime requir.ts (h) 5000 7000 7300 10000 3

-Table 1-: Lifetime requirements for a typical Ion engine

Table 1 shows clearly that lifetime requirements are strongly dependent on the configuration of thethruster on board of the spacecraft. Since lifetime qualification testing is very costly for an electricpropulsion equipment, the capability for an equipment to be implemented according to the one or theother option is directly influencing its commercial attractiveness.

ELECTRIC PROPULSION SOLUTIONS

We have restricted the choice to electric propulsion equipment of which the qualification process is Iwell engaged or finished , well known in the space community and for which industrialisation effortsleading to cost reductions have either started or have already been successful. Equipment undercontrol of direct competitors from AEROSPATIALE have also not been considered herein.

From a system point of view, the following properties play a major role with respect to suitability onSPACEBUS platforms:
- Isp : Isp is directly related in first assessment to launch mass savings and therefore to the"return of investment" in electric propulsion. However, the following table 2 shows that it willbecome very difficult to justify high purchase prices by the high Isp.

N204-MMH Plasma thruster Ion thruster T.B.D.spNsKg) 2750 15700 28400 60000
rop. needs. (Kg) 503 111 59 22Launch mass (Kg) 3500 3027 2940 2880Relative decrease (%) - 13.5 16.0 17.7

-Table 2-
Benefits of Isp increase for a 1580 Kg dry mass spacecraft, Ariane launch, 680m/sGEO mission, 100 Kg additional dry mass for electric propulsion needs, option 2

- Thrust to Isp ratio: This ratio is directly related to the length of the (almost daily)manoeuvres for a given mission and therefore to manoeuvre efficiency, battery charge capability andthruster lifetime requirements. The manoeuvre efficiency is decreasing relatively rapidly formanoeuvres longer than 1 hour, due to the increasing difference with respect to a Hohman impulse.Battery charge is authorised only during the periods of time without manoeuvres and will thereforerequest additional solar generator surface when both depth of discharge is high and time for charge isshort.

- Thrust to power ratio: This ratio is governing the depth of discharge of the spacecraftbatteries and therefore the batteries lifetime, dimension (in case of redesign if the lower limit for
depth of discharge is not respected), and the solar array dimensioning. The reoptimization of thespacecraft power supply assembly is a rather complex process due to the following interactions: I
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SYSTEM IMPACTS

On the basis of a typical 3.5 tons (reference launch mass for the chemical version) geostationnary
telecommunication spacecraft with a 15 years mission, 5.6 KW E.O.L. delivered by the solar array,
and a 130Ah battery, the table 3 shows the relation between the selection criteria of electric
propulsion equipment and the direct impacts on the spacecraft system for option 2.
The electric propulsion equipment listed in the table are the RITIO from DASA, the TRS from
MELCO and the SPT 100 from FAKEL. Equipment performances listed hereafter are typical of those
equipment (and technologies) and have been extracted from open literature. They may differ from
the performances guaranteed by the manufacturer.

' SPT100 TRS RITIO Comments
Isp (Ns/kg) 15700 28400 31700

Prop. needs (Kg) 111 59 52 0.7 geom. efficiency
Potential launch mass 473 560 570 no system changes
decrease (Kg) accounted for
Thrust/Isp (mg/s) 5.1 0.88 0.47
Daily man. duration (h) 1.1 3.4 5.3 option 2
Manoeuvre efficiency (%) 0.996 0.967 0.922 not accounted for
Power demand (W) 1350 700 590 at PPU input
Thrust/Power (mN/KW) 59.3 35.7 25.4 -
Daily battery DoD (%) 22.8 36.6 48.0 at E.O.L.
Power needed for battery 65 116 167 over rest of the day
charge (W) _
Lifetime (h) 3010 9300 14500 without Q factor
Reliability for 500 F.I.T. 0.998 0.99 0993 assembly level

- Table 3 -

The table 3 makes clear that the potential launch mass decrease for ion thrusters cannot be fully
exploited: additional battery and solar generator mass may be needed if classical E.O.L. power
utilisation margins have to be granted to the customer. Additionally, lifetime requirements exceed thepresently demonstrated or intended to be demonstrated durations.

Therefore, usage of electrical thrusters on SPACEBUS will be the result of a compromise between
actual lifetime qualification data, in order not to increase non recurring costs by requesting longerlifetime qualification tests, and actual return of implementation, i.e. ratio of additional system coststo launch mass decrease.

Table 4 shows the results of a coarse implementation study of ion propulsion equipment for a mixed
chemical and electrical GEO orbit inclination correction (electrical propulsion used first,implementation option 2) on a 1580 Kg dry mass platform with 15 years lifetime, 5.6 KW E.O.L.
power production, 130 Ah battery capacity, Ariane launched, 100Kg dry mass added for electric
propulsion implementation

Table 4 confirms that a mixed chemical + electric GEO orbit inclination mission would be an
adequate way to implement presently available ion propulsion equipment in a manner that respectstheir lifetime limitations (grid erosion) and decreases significantly the impacts on system level. Ofcourse, this offsets the Isp advantage with respect to plasma propulsion equipment.
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Electric propulsion usage 9 years 12 years
Electric equipment RIT 10 TRS RIT 10 TRS
Electric mission (m/s) 408 408 544 544
Chemical mission (m/s) 272 272 136 136
N204- MMH mass (Kg) 203 204 94 100
Xenon mass (Kg) 35 40 44 49
Lifetime (h) 10300 6300 12915 7800
Daily manoeuvre (h) 6.3 3.9 5.9 3.7
Energy needs (KWh) 3.45 2.69 3.25 2.50
Solar generator margin (W) 336 336 168 168
Battery D.o.D (%) 24.6 21.8 38.3 30.3
Battery recharge time (h) 4.8 4.2 14.8 11.7
B.O.L. mass (Kg) 1920 1926 1818 1829
Launch mass (Kg) 3144 3153 2977 2995

- Table 4 -

CONCLUSIONS

Implementation of electric propulsion on board of a spacecraft is a real system task, since the
optimisation of the "return of invest" supposes choices which affect the spacecraft structure, thermal
control, attitude control, data handling and power supply and distribution.

A spacecraft platform cannot be completely optimised a prioi for electric propulsion since, asillustrated in the different tables here above, the actual characteristics of existing electric propulsion
equipment have a tremendous influence on the changes to be implemented on board: the finaloptimisation will be a last minute change and will allthemore require system management skills from
the spacecraft manufacturer.

Electric propulsion equipment manufacturers cannot justify an aggressive pricing policy by highperformances at equipment level like Isp or specific power. Beam divergence, contamination rate andgeometrical distribution, demonstrated lifetime and reliability, will define the usage policy of the
equipment at system level and therefore the acceptable price for the customer.
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